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We developed a compendium of exercises, cases and wet labs to support a mathematics of biology course
that brings together students from biology and the mathematical sciences. This book contains background
exercises and case studies that use real data and experimental labs that iterate through experimental design,
data collection, analysis, and follow-up experiments. Difference equations and differential equations are
introduced along with an R tutorial and embedded code throughout the text. In this talk we will give a brief
overview of the book and then present as a typical case study one that explores the temperature dependence
of the functional response of two mysid shrimp predators, a steno-thermal native to northern lakes and an
introduced eurythermal species. Both the Holling Disc equation and Rogers Random Predator Equation are
introduced, and the assumptions of each model are explored. Students fit each model to data at various
temperatures to determine key parameters (maximal feeding rate and capture efficiency) and compare their
results for the two models. A Gaussian function and two-part optimum temperature model are used to
model each parameter as a function of temperature, which can be used to project the potential for species
invasion in a changing climate. This case along with the other case studies and experimental labs engender
confidence in the ability of each student to address questions both experimentally and mathematically and
see the value of working in interdisciplinary teams.
